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Flgure 1: Examples of high-resdution spectr;l d 7Y CrA with /in& of
Ha,CaN K, 01, Nal. N8mw a&swptlonlines are obmmd, and them
Is a n m w m-8at the bottom of the Ha line; see the taxt. Theyare all
variable In vetocity except those of IS orlgh {mdicated w'th en arrow).
Note me namw abswption fe~hrreand the W a d e r rlbsolptlwr In the

2 line*
0

6555

Figura 2: Heliocmtric d d e s of aN obsnetrow lines (FWHM
150 km s-9, folded in phase with a petfod d2.888777 days.
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Wavelength
8 km s-I. Since we are deallng with an
eclipsing binary system,this means that
the true rotational velocjty of this B7 star
is close to this value: hut such a value
does not M with the rotational velocity
expected for a 3 & object, if the rotational and 2.9-day orbital motions are
synchronized (55 krn a+').
Another posslbili is that the narrow
lines originate In a circurnstellar shell
(CS) that surrounds the primary component. In fact, these narrow lines are very

5904

(i\)
similar to the ones obsewed for the
A-type main-sequence star PPictoris,
which are clearly due to CS gas. lY
CrA's spectrum is more slrnllar to that of
BPictoris than to those of usual Herbig
stars. This may indicate that this star is
m e evolved than the latter objects,
perhap very near the end of its preMain-Sequence evolution. Further o b
servations are needed to pursue the investigation of this possibility.
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Atomic Processes and Excitation in Planetary Nebulae
X. - M! LIU, Beijng Observatory, R R.China,
and J. DANZtGER, €SO
Introduction
Owing to their relatively simple geometry and physical conditions, Planetary
Nebulae (PNe) are potentially an ideal
laboratory to study various atomic pracesses important in gaseous nebulae.
0111 Bowen fluorescence lines, excited
by the ultraviolet pumping of the 2p2

3P2-2p3d 3bline of 0111 at 303.799 8(
by the Hell Lya line at 303.780 A (Bow-

en 1934,1935),are obsewed in a variety
of astrophysical sources, as diverse as
PNe, Seyfert galaxies, the Sun, and Xray binary and burster sources (Schachter et al. 1989, 1980, 1991; Sternberg et
al. 1888 and the references therein).

These lines are Interesting because they
provide a powerful diagnostic probe of
the physical environment in which they
appear. Charge transfer (CT hereafter)
of 03'
ions in collisions with hydrogen
atoms, 03+
+ HO+@', + H* populates
excited states of 02' (Dalgarno, Heil and
Butler 3981, DHB hereafter), and con-

Figure 1: kW show the energy IeveI diagmms for
mi of ft18 &wnt transltlons in the opiiml
M
n arising from Bowen dumsmnce and
cham exchange meehanlsms.

tributes signiflcantiy to the Bowen cascade from the 'D D t e in some planatary nebulae. CT also populates the singlet state 2p3p 'P whichgmYides an
allowed transition at 5592 (DHB; Oafgarno and S ~ ~ I ~1982).
W QFigure 1
provides an abbreviated desedptim of
the relevant energy levels. Charge transfm is an important process in detemiw
ing ttw ionlaation equilibrium and now is
a standard ingredient in models of gas&
ous nebulae.
Since 1986, we have systematlcdly
observed the 0111 Bowen fluorescence
and CT tines in a number of high-excitation PNe. Sarnpb spectra of NGC 3242
are plotted in Figure 2. From these data
we have obtained a number of interesting results which are summarired below. tn addition, we will a d d r e the
lmpwtant problem of electron tempemture fluctuations In PNe. Details of these
results have been given elsewhere (Liu
and Danrlger 1993a, b; Uu, Danziger
and Murdin 1493). Interested readers
am referred to those papers.

The Bowen FluorescenceLine
R d o s and Evidencefor
Departure from Pure LS Coupling
The relative Intensities of the Bowen
fluorescence lines depend only on the
radiative transition probabllhies, and
measurements of these lines give a dtrect verifieatlon of these quantities. The
radiative transition probabltities of O 111
have been calculated by Saraph and
Seaton (IQ80,hereafter SS) and by Luo
et al. (1989, hereafter LPSSY). In these
approaches LS coupling is assumed.
Calculations of 0111 transition probabilities withln the scheme of intermdlate coupling are presented by Kastner,

Behring and Bhatia (1983, hereafter
KBB) and by W n e r and Bhatia (1990,
hereafter KB).
Our measuments In the 'hh31004000 wavelength region at resolutions
and S/N greater than previously used
show:
(IThe
) observgd ratios W 2 8 / W 4 4 ,
X3299/h3341, h3312/k3341, A3791 /
A3755 and A3774/U757, where each of
these pairs of lines in the ratio decay
from the same upper levd and below to
the same muRlplet; thus their ratios depend only on the assumed coupling
scheme, and deviate from the predictlons of pure LS coupling and are in
MET
agreement with those using intermediate coupling calculated by KBB
and KB. Ejchelle obsmations of NGC
7009 between M3750-3800 with a
resolving power as high as 40,000
strengthen the conclusion that the dl%
wepancies are not due to blending
effects from unident'w lines.
(2) The o m d d ratio l(?.3133)/
l ( M 4 4 + h3428) is M reproduced
using the transition probabllltles from
LFSSY and is in disagreement with that
predicted by KB. Atthough the three
lines decay from the same upper level,
the h3133 belongs to a rnultiplet other
than that of the A3444 and A3428.
Therefore, this ratio depends not only
on the coupling scheme but atso on
transition probabilities for #ua multiplet. Similarly, the observed ratio
l&3289+ h3312 + U341)/l (l3133), after the contribution from CT to the
h3299, A3312 and h3341 has heen
corrected, is in best agreement with that
predicted by LPSSY. However, there is
weak evidence that even in the calculations of LPSSY, the role of depopulation
of the 2p3p 's,
levels by cascades

has been averestimated by about
5 10%. It a p p m that the results given by LPSSY represent the best available calculations of 0111transition probabilities for these permitted lines.

-

The IEfflclency of the Bowen
Fluorescence Mechanism
The fraction of Hell photons that are
absorbed by the OZt ions and converted
to the Bowen fluorsaoence lines may
depend on a number of characteristics
of the nebula, including the optical
depth ofthe Hell Lya, the geometry and
the thermal and lonirational structure of
Ule nebulae. Photoionkatlon of the residual Ho and He0 In the H$+ zone as
well as dust &sorption a n also destroy
the Hell Lyu photons.
The efficiency, R, of the Bowen
fluorescence mechanism (BFM hereafter) quantifies the fraction of all those
Hell Lya photons created following remrnbination of H& Ions and electrofis
which are converted to Bowen fluorescence Ilnes. The value of R can be derived by comparing a Bowen ftuomcenw Ilne (sag.0111~133)and a Hell
recombination line (e.g. Hellh4686). The
efficiency of the BFM is an important
quantity because it providdes a unique
probe to study the radlatlve transfer
problem of the (extremely optically
thick) Hell Lya line. Calculations of R h
model PNe and Ssyfert galaxies W y mann and Williams 1969, Harrlngton
1972, Kallman and McCray 1880) &ow
that R = 0.5, and is Insensitive to the
input parameters,such as temperature,
ionizlng source and the resulting ionizing structum.
Memurwnents of R in PNe are pmsented by Barker (1978) and Ukkel and
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Waveiength (A)

3720

3740
3760
3780
Wavelength (A)

Aller (1966, hereafter t4),From our new
high quality observations, we have derived accurate values of R in 14 PNe,
and a wide range is apparent. These
new measurements are analysed togethr with those presented by Barker
(1978) and LA. Some new understanding of the Bowen fluorescence efficiencies has been achleved through the
correlation of accurately determined
Mciencies with other chamcterlstic parameters of the nebulae. It Is found that
w t m the expansion velocity of @* exceeds 28 km/s, the efflcienq drops abruptly, a result supported by quantitative
consMerations. We show that there Is a
Q O O ~Inear positive correlation between
the Bowen eilciencles and the fractional abundanm of singly Ionized hellurn
and doubly Ionized oxygen, as well as a
remarkable anticorrelation between the
&wen eMciencb and the electron
temperature as first noted by LA. The
difference In R between PNe w M different morphology types or exclted by
stars with dMrent spectral characteristics as suggested by LA is however not
observed.
Obviously, the observations agree

3800

3400

5400

5600
5800
5700
Wavelength (A)

6B00

equalhe the finestructum populations
and they assume that the rats coefficients Into the indMdual flnastructure
levels of D are equal. This suggeetlon is
not supported by the calculations of RD
where the individual Rne-structure levels
of both the Initial @* ion and the product @+have been taken into account.
They find that the cross-sections Increase approximately wlth the statistical
weights of the flne-structure levels, 1.e.
2J + 1.
Rate Coefficientsfor CT Reaction
By okrvlng the tines exclted only by
~~++HO-,@++H*
the BFM and the pure CT tine k5592,we
As described in section 1, the CT am able to demuple these two proreaction between @ and HOis a signifi- cesses, which In turn enables for the
cant source of the excitation of the 0111 first tlme accurate mwurement of the
muhiplet A3760 ernitfed from the 'D
relatlvs CT rate coefficient k(2p3p DJ)/
state. Rate mcients of this prooess k(2p3p P) {J = I,
2 and 3).
have been calculated by DHB, Gargaud
Lines of the multiplets containing
et al. (1989, GMO hemafter) and by A3760 as well as the A5592 are generally
Roueff and Dalgamo (1988, RD hereaf- quite weak and may be contaminated
ter). In the calculations of DHB and by excitation from processw other than
GMO neither the fine-structure levels of the BFM and CT. One of the possible
the ground term of 0 IV 2p 2Plt2J/P nor mechanisms is exchation by dielgcthose of the product O 111 are taken Into trontc and radiative recombination, To
account. Oalgarno and Sternberg (1982) estimate the contribution from this prosuggest that the CT excitation of the 0111 cess, we m& use of the OII1A3261,
2p3p "j(~ = 1,2,3) l ~ d stends to U265 and A3267 lines of multipl~t
only marginally wlth modelling caIculations and them are a number of resub
not accommodated by the currently
available theoretical predlctlons. To Interpret these results, calculatlm of the
efficiency d Bowen conversion based
on detailed madelling, taking Into
account both the thermal and Ionktion
structure of individual nebulae are
necessaty.

'

2p3p 3D3- 2p3d '~"4. This rnultiplet
has been identified for the first time and
measured in most objects studied here.
Due to the large orbital angular momentum of the upper levels, these lines are
very Ikely excited only by radiative and
didectronic recombination. This is confirmed by the close agreement found
between the ionic abundances of 03*
derived from this muhiplet with those
from the UV colllsionally excited lines
OIVjU1403, 1409 in objects for which
measurements of both the UV and the
optical lines am available. Another possible mechanism which might excite the
lines studied here is fluommnt absorption of stellar UV radiation. However, we
show that this process is cornpktely
negligible for lines we are Interested in.
The derived values of k(2p9p 3 ~ J ) l
3500
4000
4500
k(2p3p 'P) am found to be sensitive to
Wavelength (A)
the adoptedtransition probabilities. Thls
is partlcdarlytrue for the 'D3 level mdn- Figure 3: IntegmW spectrum of NGC 3242 showing the Wmer discontinuity at 63645.'The
ly excited by the BFM and in objects of obsevvatfon was wniad wt in February IN1 using ESQIMPI 2.2-m + B&C = CCD. lRe thick
wiatlvely low excitation. CT is found to line overploi?& is a spline fir to the 8sfimted contlnuum (mbuW plus sieltatj.
be more efficient In objects of higher
excitation class. When the transition
probabilities from LPSSY are adopted,
the values of the above ratio found from emission. A spectrum showing the T,([O llllna). In totalthere are 34 objects,
measurements of dbrent objects have Balmer discontinuity in NGC 3242 is coming a wide range of excitation
the smallest scatter, giving k (2p3p 'DJ)/ given In Figure 3. The most important class and electron kmperature. The
k(2p3p 'P) = 1.44k0.17,1.10f0,13 and application of measured Balmer discon- data clearly show that T,(Bal) tends to
1.03f0.32 for J = 1, 2 and 3, respec- tinuities is that they provide information be lower than T,([Ollljna) for the same
tively. These values lie somewhere be- on the electron temperature. Using this objects, with the former on the average
tween the predictions of 1.40 and 0.98, method, Peimbwt (1971) derived elec- about 1500 K lower than the latter,
independent of J, by DHB and by GMO, tron temperatures in three planetary which corresponds to a tempemture
respectively, and support the sugges- nebulae and for several regions in the fluctuation parametep 6= 0.029 as detion by Dalgamo and Sternberg (1982) Orion nebula and found that the temper- fined by Peimbert (1967). There are
that the charge transfer reaction tends ature derived in this way were sys- however, a few objects for which T,(Bal)
to equ~tlizethe fine-stntcture popula- bmatidly lower than those found from is considerably lower than T,([O Ill]na),
tlons, givlng an equal rate coefficient for fotbldden lines. He attributee this dier- leading to values of f-as large as 0.10.
the three fine-structure levels of 2p3p en- to temperature fluctuations in the Excluding these extreme cases, we re'0.They are certainly inconsistent with nebulae and uses their difference to commend that t2 = 0.030 may be used
the the~retlcalpredlctlons of RD who make Arst-order cormctlons for t b as a representative value for most PNe.
find k(2p3p 3DJ)o1.4, 2.2 and 3.1 for effect of temperature fluctuations on This value has the effect that composiJ = 1, 2 and 3, respectively, i.6. k(2p3p abundance determinations. The phys- tion detmlnations of PNe assuming a
'DJ) increases approxtmately with ical idea is that the nebular continuum homogeneous temperature may under2J + 1. It seems to us that k(2p3p 3 ~ emlssion
~
/
orlglnates from recombination estimate the metal abundance by about
k(2p3p 'P)= 1.20, indepmdent of J, processes and weights preferentially 0.1 dex.
would be a good value to adopt for the low-temperature regions whereas the
The obsenred large temperature flucmoment and should be accurate to forbidden lines are excited by electron tuations cannot be reconciled with the
about 30 %.
collisions and weight preferentially high- current models of PNe (cf. Ham'ngton et
Stronger conclusions on the CT rate temperature regions. Thus if there are al., 1982) and some additional mechancoefrlclents than those reached in this temperature fluctuations, the electron isms are required to explain the obserwork are frustrated by the uncertainties temperature derived from the Balrner vations, At the moment, two possibilities
In the available atomic data. Again, discontinuity, T,(Bal), will be lower than can be envisaged. One is that there is an
more accurate catculatlons of 02'Wan- that derived from the [OIII] nebular to additional swm of energy input to the
sltlon probabilltles, espclally taking into auroral line ratio I(A4959 + h5W7)/ nebulae other than the photdonization,
account the deviation from pure LS 1 (A4363),T,([O Ill]na). On the other hand, e.g. shock waves produead by stellar
coupling are highly desirable.
Barker (1978, 1979) derived electron winds (Paimbert et at., 1991). Large temtemperatures from obsenrations of the perature fluctuations can also be proBalrner discontinuity far a number of duced if the PNe are very inhomogeneNebular Continuum Emission
PH's but found general agrwrnmt with ws in chemical composition, such as
and Evldence for Temperature
suggested by the models of NGC 4361
those parameters from forbidden lines.
Fluctuations
From the new measurements of the constructed by Torres-Peimbert et al.
As a by-product of the obsewations Balrner discontinuity, we have derived (1990). Further evidence for an additioncarried out abwe, we have obtained T,@ar) in fourteen PNe. These, together al heating mechanism other than the
accurate measurements of the Balmer with those presented by Peimbert (1971) photoionization in at least some planetdiscontinuity of nebular continuum and by Barker (1978) are compared to ary nebulae k provided by new obsewa-

tions in X-ray c m i d out With ROSAT
Kreysing et al. (1092) report detection of
extended X-ray mission from six
planetary nebulae. # appeas that these
objects tend to have exceptional large
temperature fluctuation and belong to a
special group in which some unknown
process (e.g. shock W i n g ) is playing
an important role. This category includes objects such as NGC 2392, NGC
4361, NGC 6543 and J320. Further investigation is muired to clarify the
problem. R is worth notlng that the type
of work described above can be accomplish& m modest sized telescopes
provided there is adequate W throughput of the system.
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Two New Catalogues of Small Magellanic Cloud
Members Coming Soon
M. AZZOPARDI, €SO and Observatoirede Marseille, France
Within the framework of our studies of
the stellar populations of the Small
Magellanic Cloud (SMC)two extensive
surveys one for carbon stars and one
for point-source Ha emission-line objects - were undertaken in the early
eighties. For these surveys we introduced an observing technique which
turned out to be very efficient for the
detection of the SMC 00 and blue
supergiant stars (Anopardi and Vigneau
19751, as well as far the identification of
the Magellanic Cloud Wolf-Rayet stars
(Auapardi and Breysacher 1979, 1980).
Briefly, the surveys combined a 113-0
emulsion with a suitable Interference filter in order to restrict the instrumental
spectral range to a selected useful
spectral domain, according to the type
of object to be detected. By reducing
the sky background, the interference filter altowed longer exposures hence
reaching fainter stars. Furthermore,
since the resulting spectra on the plates
were very short, the number of overlaps
was kept low enough to make the survey of very crowded SMC regions possible.
Due to the relative faintness of the
objects we have detected, which are
generally located in very crowded fields,
accurate positions and clear finding
charts are absolutely necessary to facili-

-

tate further observations. For this pur- SMC Carbon Star Survey
Earlier detections of carbon stars in
pose, the equatorial coordinates
(equinox 2000.0) of the objects of inter- the Magellanic Clouds were carried out
est, in both surveys, were inferred from by Blanco, McCarthy and Blanco (1980)
those of several secondary astrometric and Blanco and McCarthy (1983). Their
reference stars. The positions of these survey, in the near infrared spectral dostars were themselves computed with main, of 37 SMC sample regions with
reference to the right ascension and the the C e m Tololo Inter-American Obserdeclination of the stars listed in the vatory (CTIQ) 4-rn telescope equipped
Perth catalogue and appearing on the with low-dispersion transmission gratESO Schmidt telescope plate No. 6266. ings (grisms) resulted in the identificaThe transformation of very accurate x-, tion of 860 carbon stars in the Small
y-coordinates into equatorial coor- Cloud. From the carbon star-count isodinates, for all the stars, was done using pleths, based on the sample region surspecial astrometry routines written at face densities found for these stars,
ESO by R. West. The objects listed in Blanco and McCarthy (1983) estimated
both catalogues were identified on indi- the total number of the SMC carbon
vidual finding charts of 2.25 aremin stars to be 2900.
In the mean time, during the 1981,
square. These have been extracted from
scans of a glass eopy of the Schmidt red 1983 and 1984 Magellanic Cloud obplate No. 6266,processed at the €SO serving periods, an extensive spectral
Sky Atlas Laboratory by B. Dumoutin survey for field carbon stars in the SMC
using an improved unsharp masking was carried out by B.E. Westerlund, J.
technique in order to reduce the density Breysacher and the author, in order to
range of the deep original plate while get the best possible picture of the diskeeplng the fine details of the image. tribution of these stars. Adopting the
The plate has been scanned by J. Marc- Sandulesk and Phllip I1977) survey
ha1 at Nice Obsenratory with a PDS technique in searching for carbon stars
1010A rnicrodensltometer Ilnked to a (identification of their pronounced C p
VAX 785 computer. Extensive photo- Swan bands at 4735 8( and especially at
graphic work has been done by M. Ger- 5165 A), we used the ESQ 3.6-rn telebal and H.H. Heyer when preparing scope equipped with the large-field triplet adaptor (0.78 degree circular field)
each set of finding charts.

